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I really like this kind of game.
It`s somewhat similar to Subnautica i would say
but as a big difference to Subnautica this game
has been developed for VR and you can feel
that everywhere. I would love if there would be more
content in this game or games like this released more often.

A big thanks to the devs for developing such a gem.. A wonderful healing game that I played with my 3-yo. They really enjoyed
it and wanted to play it again and again and again. A scene near the end brought me to tears. It really is a wholesome experience,
but in a constructive, confrontative way.

I recommend it wholeheartedly.. Rip off, devs completely abandoned this game, what a cash grab.. I wasn't really sure how to
rate this game, because it's still in early access, clearly not complete and has bugs that stop the game being enjoyable. That being
said, it's a nice idea and once this is finished and polished up I think it will be a great little hotseat, multiplayer party game.
So, I've said I don't recommend this game for now (and certainly don't get it if you expect a completed game), but really this is a
neutral review.

Here are the bugs I noticed, the first being the most problematic:
1) The last player (tried in 2 player and 3 player) always plays two extra games, that they clearly aren't supposed to play. Then
when the final scores come up the last player gets points and the other players get 0.

2) In the bull fight and the shopping game the bonus scores don't seem to be working properly (always display as 0)

3) There's sometimes a graphical glitch with the arrows in the archery game

As for the games themselves, there's a nice selection, some of which seem quite original. The ice cream game and the hole in
the wall game were my favourites. Though with hole in the wall, some poses were too high. I think the devs need to add height
calibration for each individual player for this to work. Least favourite games are probably the bull fight, which is just a bit
boring (plus the bull sometimes inexplicably goes for you right at the end), and the game where you punch the blocks. Some of
the combinations are impossible to get and because it isn't in time to music (as Soundboxing\/Audioshield are) it isn't all that
enjoyable.

Anyway, these are my first thoughts and I'll update as the game is updated.. Waste of money!

Does not run on an AMD system as previously stated by another review.

Glad I didn't waste the full amount on this pile of garbage!. nostalgia overload. I have played to 100% completion (main story,
challenges, unlockables, etc.) It was fun enough for me to spend 8-9 hours completing and unlocking everything but I can't
recommend it for everyone. First of all, the price is pretty steep considering how quickly you can blast through the main story.
(If you watch all the cutscenes and read all of the dialogue, you can finish the 14 chapters well under 2 hrs.) The combat is too
shallow and the levels aren't very challenging at all.

I didn't start to run into any difficulty until after I had beat the story on normal & hard, and then got really far up on the
challenges list. This was when I was about 75% complete with everything. Then the game very quickly turns into a grind fest
where you have to level up your character to unlock the next challenge. By this point, your character becomes so powerful that
the game very quickly becomes too easy again, and you're just grinding to level up and unlock the rest of the challenges so you
can steam roll through them.

There isn't going to be much motivation for most people to unlock everything, or to even keep playing after finishing the main
story. For those who are wondering about the optional R-18 patch that has to be downloaded separately, there's really not much
there. There are some topless costumes and there is a bonus room where you can watch your character get put into some
compromising positions with traps and enemies (nothing more explicit than dry humping).
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If I could give it a sideways thumb I would, but I can't honestly give it a straight thumbs up. I would only recommend it if you
see it go on sale for five bucks, or if you're a completionist who likes to unlock things. What would have made it more
worthwhile is if there more R-18 content to experience after beating everything, but you really don't get rewarded much in
terms of unlockables.
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Orc Island is a really cool looking game, I love the retro look to it. Found it a little hard to start with but once I worked out the
controls it was great fun. Have managed to craft some survival tools and made some weapons........... Hunted chickens and I'm
ready for the first night Orcs. BRING IT ON!!

Cool sounds and music in game. Would say the game needs a little polishing up in areas but I'm sure that will come in any
updates. Would love to see an Island creator or a selection of different Island maps to keep things interesting.

Will keep playing this game, when my children allow. They love Minecraft and have now had a play of this. The creative side is
a huge feature of this game, you can change the shape of blocks in game. COOL. Some great Island camp ideas spring to mind.

As the game is now I would give it a high 3 to a 4 out of 5. If the devloper reads this please keep working on the game, be sure
to love my idea of an Island maker and as I say polish it up a touch more.

Check it out, fun and challenging game.. Picked it up on sale, at first it seemed fun until the glitches started up. First was
annoying with the container stacker very slowly migating towards the railway line whether you are left, right or head-on which
makes loading trucks difficult. I could put up with that one until I bought the warehouse. Doesn't even work, exemption error
after exemption error. Wish I done a video of my somarsalting forklift. If it worked then yes it is worth the reduced price,
however not in it's present state. Another rip-off product fully endorsed by Steam as usual.. Shinobi III: Return of the Ninja
Master, known as Super Shinobi 2 in Japan, is a sequel to Revenge of Shinobi, known as Super Shinobi. And yep, number 3 is
quite confusing because who knows which games counts as main line. The game was developed by Megasoft, that Sega of Japan
supposedly owned at that moment. And thankfully they had Treasure in same building which helped a lot with consulting on
game development. No wonder it turned out to be so awesome. Came out in 1993. 8 Megabit Rom.
There is a slightly superior 3DS version.

Also, did you know that what the world got is actually a remake of Shinobi 3 that they were planning to release in 1992? A
certain game magazine actually got to review that but their ratings and impressions apparently weren't good enough for Sega.
Which is another reason why Shinobi 3 turned out to be so awesome. Reminds of Yuji Naka interview where he wished that
Sega took more time with polishing their games instead of immeditly throwing them into printing. Still would love to get my
hands on original version.

The game that you have here is nothing more than emulation of Sega Genesis version.

Now, technical part about Sega's emulation here:
The Sega Classic games that you purchase on Steam count as DLCs for "Sega Mega Drive & Genesis Classics" game that should
appear in your library.
It has Bedroom HUB which is the one with many features yet lags for many and Simply Launcher which lacks Workshop and
Online but at least it works just fine for everybody.
However, Simple Launcher has it's fair share of glitches as well. It can crash. And it does the second time you go to main menu,
so always quit after saving there so it doesn't crash when you want to save next time!
Emulation itself, mostly sound, isn't that good but it does it's job. Also, yes, emulator supports quick saves.
As alternative, you can use external emulator to run games that you purchased. Sega kindly placed in all games that you
purchased in "uncompressed ROMs" folder that program itself doesn't use, just change file extension to ".bin" or so. The file for
this one being "SHINOBI3_U.68K".
I also demand you to read digital manual of this game first. You can find it here on store page or go to "manuals" folder of game
root and open "SH3_PC_MG_EFIGS_US.pdf".

Did you know that the game has ability to use 6-button controller but in order to activate it you must pull off the cheat? Now
you do. It's cool for experts. Point at \u201cOptions\u201d, hold Mode on Player 1 and hold Up and C buttons on Player 2 and
then press Start on Player 1. Boom, separate buttons for throwing, melee and blocking.

The plot is that Joe Musashi, the Shinobi, is back into action as he is out to stop the Neo-ZEED once again by destroying them
before they do much naughtyness. And this time the mysterious Shadow Master is behind the crime organzation. With backbox
of US release claiming that he is cloned from Shinobi's bloodline, yea. Naoto, the rescued girlfriend from Revenge, was most
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likely left behind in a kitchen. Cooking real ninja food. Hopefully it's still going to be warm by the time Joe destroys the Neo-
ZEED.

The game, being a direct sequel to Revenge of Shinobi, takes the core gameplay and builds up on it. The gaming at that time got
more flashier, infulenced by Sonic and awesome shoot-em-up alikes. Thus Joe Musashi got faster and has a lot of new moves.
He is still able to double jump and it's something that you should learn in order to succeed. But now Shinobi learned how to
cling to the ceiling and how to jump off the walls. Futhermore he is able to run now. And then you can do katana slash, yea boy.
And don't forget about the awesome drop kick you can do while jumping, after doing which you also knock yourself up into air
again. Developers smartly decided which frames should be invincible and how and against what so it all feels extremely
awesome, especially on running slash. Feels great to slash yourself past the boss that is charging at you unharmed. Oh yea, and
you can block by holding attack button.

And yep, got options. There is usual shurikens starting amount. Sadly, you can't force no-shurikens. But hey, with 6-button
control cheat you can just use melee. There are also sound tests, control swaps, usual. And there is difficulty. It changes amount
of starting lives you have and the maximum amount of health you have. I also thing it changes some minor things such as the
speed at which hand comes up at Boss of level 3.

And yea, it's classic console Shinobi action. Great controls with quick attacking on a tab of a button that also changes between
kunai or melee depending on distance of nearby object, all fancy, It feels so good to master Joe Musashi, Alucard from
Castlevania can only dream of such ninja mastery. And yep, you don't take damage on simple contact with most of enemies,
albeit this time you don't knock them away either.

It still kept some strategy by having 4 selectable Ninjitsu magic. There are pretty much no changes from Revenge, magic almost
same. Thunder shield that lasts few hits. Fire dragons do heavy damage to everything. There is magic that allows you to jump
higher, albeit level design rarely makes use of that. And of course there is this unusual kamikaze magic that requires having one
magic but takes away life instead, damaging everything on the screen. This kamikaze magic once again restores your health fully
so it can be used as alternative to starting from the checkpoint.

So, what else about this game gives me pants full of Burning Passion? The pacing and level design. Now, I feel that level design
isn't exactly as open or explorative as it was in original Revenge. It has three auto-scrolling levels too. But look, one of them
includes riding on a horseback under the awesome music, which while isn't Yuzo Koshiro, sure, more than fits the game and is
catchy as yeah! And guess what another one is. A freaing. Ninja. Surfboard.
The game has this perfect length and pacing. There are no clich\u00e9 or boring levels to fill in the gaps. It mostly takes you
through the high-paced adventure, as you slash your way through ninjas of the forest, infiltrate the base, take on the horrors of
the bio-labs and so on. Highly intensive moments with occasional breaks for more slow explorative stages. And each level
miniboss too. Great!

Even modern action games still don't reach the absolute awesomeness of Shinobi 3. Graphics are awesome, setting is amazing,
music is totally rad. Alright, actually this game does have a flaw. It's too easy. At least compared to previous Shinobi games.
People who beat Revenge of Shinobi should play on Expert difficulty immeditly. None the less, this game makes me so happy
and is such a role model.

I bet you want me to provide with the more objective reasoning of Shinobi 3 ingeniousity. Well, do you know how people praise
Doom for having 7 common monster which improves the game because they say that human brain can remember only 7 objects
at same time? Even though the science has already moved on and that knowledge is outdated and wrong, but hey, who cares
about modern science, there is a reason why people still agrue with original Darwin's theory of evolution. So, here is
mindblowing thing: Shinobi 3 has exactly 7 levels. That means that after beating the game you are going to spend 7 days laying
on the couch enjoying the aftertaste. It's too bad that devs weren't smart enough to run the game at 7 frames per second, this
way you would have never need to replay the game. But I guess that Batman: Arkham Knight wins this time. Oh well. Shinobi
still would beat Batman in 1v1, as proven by Revenge.

Objectively speaking, this is the best game ever, As Far As I Care.
10\/10
gg
no re. I bought this game and the DLC deeply discounted. This was my first exposure to the Fear Effect franchise. I enjoyed the
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artwork, especially the cutscenes. I enjoyed being introduced to two new beautiful female protagonists, Hanna and Rain. They
are as beautiful as classic Lara Croft. The story was ok. The puzzles were ok. Unfortunately, the combat was annoying. As I
progressed through the game, I found myself only wanting to make it to the next cutscene, so that I could enjoy the cutscenes.
The artwork in the DLC was stunning. I haven't listened to the music in the DLC but the music in the game was good.

The overall gameplay is reminiscent of Lara Croft and the Temple of Osiris.

I would like to point out that this game fully supports x-input gamepads.

I will buy the remakes of the original Fear Effect games.

For me, the artwork and cutscenes are of high enough quality to recommend this game.. Cute art, charming gameplay. Only
hangups are minor buggyness at certain corners (not at all gamebreaking), and the inherent frustration of point and click games.
Interesting idea, fun story, would definitely recommend as a fun way to kill an hour or two.
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